HMS Holdings Corp. (HMSY)
Acquires VitreosHealth, Strategic Deal to Enhance Population Health

Maintain Outperform rating. HMSY’s acquisition of VitreosHealth seems very strategic, in our view. We expect VitreosHealth’s predictive analytics platform will enhance HMSY’s current Population Health Management offerings over time. Additionally, HMSY already knows the organization well (VitreosHealth currently supports HMSY’s Eli) and both companies are based in the Dallas area. Financially, the near-term implications for HMSY seem limited, as VitreosHealth currently generates immaterial revenue and the $36.5M purchase price is not needle moving for HMSY (0.2x on EBITDA).

- Acquires VitreosHealth for $36.5M. Yesterday evening, HMSY announced the acquisition of VitreosHealth, a predictive analytics company supporting both payers and providers. VitreosHealth is based in Plano, TX (near HMSY’s headquarters) and the company’s key solutions include analytics platforms to support care management, HCC/risk adjustment, and STAR/HEDIS optimization as well as a digital patient engagement solution. VitreosHealth already serves as a key partner for HMSY’s Eli product, which provides member risk intelligence insight to payers. The $36.5M purchase price was funded by HMSY with cash on hand.

- Strategically positive, financial impact looks limited. VitreosHealth further expands HMSY’s Population Health Management platform and we think the organization's solutions will be highly complementary. HMSY’s Population Health platform enables payers to identify high risk members at enrollment (Eli), deploy case management resources (Essette), and engage members (Eliza). In our view, VitreosHealth's predictive analytics and prescriptive intervention platforms should enhance HMSY's existing capabilities. We understand VitreosHealth's revenues are immaterial to HMSY and we don't think the acquisition will have a meaningful financial impact over the near term.

HMS Holdings (HMSY) is a leading provider of Coordination of Benefit and Program Integrity services to healthcare payers.
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Investment Thesis

**Our rating on HMSY is Outperform.** HMSY has a dominant position with the State Medicaid Coordination of Benefit business and management has leveraged this position to penetrate the higher growth market segments over the past several years, including Commercial and Program Integrity. Additionally, HMSY has started to build a platform to support member Engagement and Care Management functions for payers (via acquisition of Eliza and Essette), and we are optimistic this should improve the company’s overall growth profile. In our view, HMSY is on the “right side of the cost curve” and will benefit from multiple macro drivers for the foreseeable future. We think valuation remains attractive given the company’s unique positioning.

**Valuation and price target.** Our $40 price target is based on a ~30x P/E multiple applied to our 2020 estimate. Our assigned multiple is above the high end of HMSY's recent trading range of 20-25x, but in line with long-term average near 25-30x reflecting margin potential upside.

Risks & Caveats

**Our suitability rating for HMSY is Higher Risk.** Our suitability rating is based on HMSY’s historical growth profile, higher margins, strong FCF generation and modest balance sheet leverage, squared against risks associated with state reprocurements and uncertainties related to acquisition integrations.

- **Client concentration and reprocurement.** HMSY’s top 10 clients accounted for 41% of revenues during 2016. Historically, HMSY has been very successful retaining clients; however, the loss of a major contract could have a material impact on HMSY and investor sentiment.

- **Information security.** HMSY’s services involve the analysis, storage, and transmission of sensitive client and patient information. The inadvertent loss or theft of sensitive information could have an adverse impact on HMSY and the company’s ability to compete in the marketplace. HMSY is also subject to various state and federal regulations primarily governed by HIPAA and HITECH legislation.

- **M&A integration risks.** HMSY’s historical growth has been driven in part by acquisitions, most notably Eliza (2017), Essette (2016), HealthDataInsights (2011), Allied Management Group (2010) and Benefit Solutions Practice (2006). While we do not model unannounced M&A, the inability to identify and integrate attractive M&A targets could have an impact on HMSY’s long-term growth outlook.

- **Other.** Other risks include management turnover, recruiting and retention, HMSY’s ability to penetrate the Commercial market, and natural disasters especially with regard to key geographies including the greater Dallas, TX area.

Company Description

**HMS Holdings Corp (HMSY)** is a leading provider of Coordination of Benefit (COB) and Program Integrity (PI) services to healthcare payers, primarily serving State Medicaid programs, Commercial insurers, and the federal Medicare RAC program. Coordination of Benefits services identify third-party liability coverage and helps recover payments made in error. Program Integrity services ensure claims are accurately billed and appropriately paid. HMSY was founded in 1974 and has been serving many State Medicaid clients for decades. HMSY is headquartered in Irving, Texas.
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Rating and Price Target History for: HMS Holdings Corp. (HMSY) as of 09-16-2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09/02/16</td>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/09/16</td>
<td>$23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/10/17</td>
<td>$22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/03/17</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/06/18</td>
<td>$23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/02/18</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/14/18</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/03/19</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/02/19</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated makes a market in the securities of HMSY.

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated ("Baird") and/or its affiliates expect to receive or intend to seek investment-banking related compensation from the company or companies mentioned in this report within the next three months. Baird may not be licensed to execute transactions in all foreign listed securities directly. Transactions in foreign listed securities may be prohibited for residents of the United States. Please contact a Baird representative for more information.
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Risk Ratings: L - Lower Risk – Higher-quality companies for investors seeking capital appreciation or income with an emphasis on safety. Company characteristics may include: stable earnings, conservative balance sheets, and an established history of revenue and earnings. A - Average Risk – Growth situations for investors seeking capital appreciation with an emphasis on safety. Company characteristics may include: moderate volatility, modest balance-sheet leverage, and stable patterns of revenue and earnings. H - Higher Risk – Higher-growth situations appropriate for investors seeking capital appreciation with the acceptance of risk. Company characteristics may include: higher balance-sheet leverage, dynamic business environments, and higher levels of earnings and price volatility. S - Speculative Risk – High growth situations appropriate only for investors willing to accept a high degree of volatility and risk. Company characteristics may include: unpredictable earnings, small capitalization, aggressive growth strategies, rapidly changing market dynamics, high leverage, extreme price volatility and unknown competitive challenges.
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Analyst Certification

The senior research analyst(s) certifies that the views expressed in this research report and/or financial model accurately reflect such senior analyst's personal views about the subject securities or issuers and that no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in the research report.

Disclaimers

Baird prohibits analysts from owning stock in companies they cover.

This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any company, industry or security. The opinions expressed here reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change. The information has been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee the accuracy.
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The Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P 500, S&P 400 and Russell 2000 are unmanaged common stock indices used to measure and report performance of various sectors of the stock market; direct investment in indices is not available. Baird is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. Baird is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other self-regulatory organizations and those laws and regulations may differ from Australian laws. This report has been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations governing United States broker-dealers and not Australian laws.

Other Disclosures

The information and rating included in this report represent the research analyst's views based on a time horizon of 12 months, as described above, unless otherwise stated. In our standard company-specific research reports, the subject company may be designated as a “Fresh Pick”, representing that the research analyst believes the company to be a high-conviction investment idea based on a subjective review of one or more fundamental or quantitative factors until an expiration date specified by the analyst but not to exceed nine months. The Fresh Pick designation and specified expiration date will be displayed in standard company-specific research reports on the company until the occurrence of the expiration date or such time as the analyst removes the Fresh Pick designation from the company in a subsequent, standard company-specific research report. The research analyst(s) named in this report may, at times and at the request of clients or their Baird representatives, provide particular investment perspectives or trading strategies based primarily on the analyst's understanding of the individual client's objectives. These perspectives or trading strategies generally are responsive to client inquiries and based on criteria the research analyst considers relevant to the client. As such, these perspectives and strategies may differ from the research analyst's views contained in this report.
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United Kingdom ("UK") disclosure requirements for the purpose of distributing this research into the UK and other countries for which Robert W. Baird Limited holds a MiFID passport.
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